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editorial

Welcome to
athens
e are looking forward to hosting you in Athens,
a city you've probably been to before – but one
that's always full of surprises. We'd like to show
you a face of this ancient city that you may not
know. And, not surprisingly, it's a face that's very much in tune
with the all-new Chevrolet Spark, an edgy, fresh, urban mini car
that was designed and engineered to be completely at home in
a vibrant 21st century city.
Your test drives will take you first to where the Athenian in-crowd
hangs out on the beach. Later, you'll visit an Olympic venue —
where we’d like to have a little fun by challenging you to go for
gold with the Spark. Your first day will end with a drive through
the lights of the trendy shopping streets in the city center.
This Upgradeflash is packed with stories designed to spark your imagination about the intriguing mix
of ancient and modern that makes Athens such a remarkable city. I hope you’ll also enjoy reading about
the fun we had with Spark when we introduced it to the world of fashion, art and music a few weeks
ago in Berlin.
Wishing you a pleasant and informative stay with the Chevrolet team!

Wayne Brannon
President and Managing Director
Chevrolet Europe
Vice President GM International Operations
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yes, this is athens

double
take

hen you are the city of Athens, it could be said that your
greatest asset is your fame. You are casually referred to
as the birthplace of Western civilization, with your legacy
of democracy, philosophy and the building blocks of the
humanities. You have been revered both by deities and mortals over the
course of a seven thousand-year history, and there are reams of records
to prove it. As if there were any lingering doubt about your celebrity status, you are also considered to be the inventor of the modern Olympic
Games. But as any A-lister might admit, fame can also be a liability. People think they know all about you, with your timeworn monuments and
crowded, dusty alleys. More frustrating, people assume you and your
four million inhabitants aren’t capable of changing – until the day those
very same people notice that you’ve been busy, trying something new,
and maybe you’re different than they thought.
To be clear, Athens is still all about the Acropolis, history, the
Olympics and, needless to say, urban sprawl. Yet the city isn’t just living
off its past, or merely making the best of a staggering post-War population boom and surplus of concrete. To the surprise of visitors and locals
alike, Athens is putting its own spin on what makes it one of the most
dynamic ancient cities in the world. If seeing is believing, there are at
least four visible examples of how Athens is earning its fame these
days.

Acropolis Museum
The new Acropolis Museum stands just 300 meters southeast of the
Parthenon, and is in some ways a comparable achievement. Opened to
the public in June 2009 – not without fanfare, controversy or a cost of
€130 million – the museum not only contains one of the world’s premier
collections of classical antiquity, but is an artistic statement in its own
right. The building was designed by Swiss architect Bernard Tschumi, in
collaboration with Athens-based Michalis Photiadis & Associate Architects, and is composed of concrete, marble and over 1,300 square meters
of glass. The challenge revolved around bringing the heaps of cracked
ruins, friezes and column capitals to life. Through an inspired use of
space, light and sound-proofing, the effect is spellbinding. The visitor is
invited to step right up and mingle with the inimitable collection, which
features old favorites, such as the Kritios Boy, as well as five of the six
Caryatids from the Erechtheion’s temple porch (the sixth is housed in
the British Museum, the subject of a long-running debate). The accomplishment and artistic intentions can be grasped by watching the stunning installation that was created for the grand opening on YouTube.

The new Acropolis Museum
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THE CALATRAVA LEGACY
As for the Olympic Games, it is not as though the city wants to neglect
the Olympics’ nearby origins, their enduring spirit (see separate story) or,
more recently, their re-establishment in 1896 and homecoming in 2004.
It’s just that the Games have come and gone, and it’s almost easy to take
the massive upgrades to infrastructure – let alone the Herculean-scale
construction, renovations and clean-up – for granted. This may explain
why Santiago Calatrava may mean more to modern Athens than the ancient chariot races. Calatrava has been compared to other famous Spanish architects, such as Antonio Gaudí, and his achievements of structural
engineering dot the globe. In Athens, Calatrava is known for his overhaul
of the Athens Olympics Sports Complex (OAKA in Greek) and design of
the Velodrome roof of the Olympic stadium. What makes his creations
surprising is the way they honor the majesty and pomp of the Games:
instead of weight, mass and other conventions of antiquity, there is energy, light and movement. Aside from the Olympics venues, Calatrava
also designed the Katehaki Pedestrian Bridge. The bridge was inspired by
ancient Hellenic ships, but may be more public service than art. As anyone who has spent time in Athens knows, anything that allows the crossing of a major thoroughfare in both safety and style deserves mention.
	Gazi district
The Gazi district may not be in every tourist’s itinerary, despite its proximity to the Acropolis, but it should be. Named after the city’s gas works
factory, which operated between 1862 and 1984 – and effectively lit up
Athens – the Gazi area has been revitalized as a cutting-edge cultural
hub. The project represents one of the most innovative urban transformations in Europe. Led by architect Alkis Premis, the actual Gazi factory
was resurrected as the Technopolis, a cultural center. The neighborhood’s
stone neoclassical buildings, covered by wooden roofs and adorned with
French and Byzantine tiles, have also been renovated. In place of warehouses and other relics of industry are ateliers, galleries and restaurants.
Sculptures and installations pop out of the streets. As if to prove just
how open the city authorities are to new influences, graffiti artists were
invited to compete for the design of the exterior walls of the trolley bus
depot. Their contributions have filled photo albums and the collective
imagination ever since.

5

NEW AESTHETICS
Finally, Athens is proving to be fertile territory for a number of design
hotels which have bucked tradition to become landmarks, if not the subjects of cocktail party conversation. The Fresh Hotel, designed by Tassos
Zeppos and Eleni Georgiadi, is solid proof that Athens’ official color
scheme is not grey, white or greying white. Smack in the middle of the
city, the Fresh Hotel is also known for the views from its ninth-floor bar.
As for the future, the Olympic Palace Hotel, once considered the epitome
of modernist architecture, will be reborn in 2010 as the hip-affirming Yes
Hotel. While no one seems to be having trouble with the name, the creative intentions of Brazil’s famous Campana brothers are up for debate.
The project is being explored real-time in the collaborative Campana
workshop, which has already turned heads by showcasing the re-interpretation of traditional Greek symbols and aesthetics.
While the city of Athens will continue to attract history buffs and
other pilgrims to its sites, one thing is for sure: it is doing its best to catch
visitors off-guard. The city may be famous for its past, but it isn’t afraid
to take a few risks in the name of reinvention.

One of Calatrava’s achievements for the 2004 Olympic Games
Inset: The terrace of the Fresh Hotel
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ESCAPES IN AND AROUND ATHENS

BREATHE
Clogged streets, a tangle of alleys. Rushing motorists and motorbikes. The beeping of horns
and the cries of an animated language. The smell of souvlaki and exhaust. A ruin here,
a Byzantine detail there, concrete everywhere else. The convergence of politics, finance,
commerce, culture – and four million people wanting a part of it.
If modern-day Athens sounds like too much
to manage, it is too soon to lose faith. The
city is sometimes called the largest village in
the country, and there are a few spots where
a slower pace and peace prevail – and where
people take time to catch their breath.
	national gardens
The National Gardens are located in the center
of the city, behind the Parliament building, and
offer 15.5 hectares of idyllic calm. Never to be
forgotten are the words of Henry James, the
wandering American writer, who described the
Gardens as “the quintessence of a park…a place
one would like to be in and never finds.” But
the Greek tourist authorities keep his words
alive for a reason: a walk around the National
Gardens’ lush, shaded paths is an instant antidote to city life. For one, the only traffic consists of strolling locals and eager ducks. Apart
from ponds, a small zoo and cafés, as well as
a botanical museum and playground, ancient
ruins are scattered around – this is Athens,
after all. The formerly named Royal Gardens

were commissioned by Queen Amelia in 1838
and designed by a German gardener, who imported hundreds of plant and animal species.
In 1920, the Gardens played a notorious role
in modern Greek history, when King Alexander
was fatally bitten by a monkey on a leisurely
walk. According to historians and punters, the
repercussions were enormous, shaping no less
than the country’s geopolitical influence in Asia
Minor and some of the darker periods in GrecoTurkish relations. On a more positive note, the
Gardens were opened up to the public in 1974,
following the referendum that abolished the
monarchy. Judging by their popularity, Athenians have rightfully claimed the Gardens as a
space where happier memories are created and
conversations thrive.
	LYKAVITOS
The hill of Lykavitós (sometimes transcribed as
Lycabettus) may not compare to the country’s
other summits, but a walk to the top can be
just as heroic. According to Greek mythology,
the hill was created when the goddess Athena

dropped a rock she had been carrying to the
Acropolis. Her rather mortal slip-up, which actually dwarfs the Acropolis and rises 277 meters
(908 feet) above sea level, may have later been
populated by wolves (lykos), hence the name.
Today, the Cretaceous (chalky) limestone hill
seems to rise suddenly from the streets. As the
path through small pine trees and shrubs gives
way to stairs and more stairs, Athens’ stunning
sprawl is revealed – along with, weather permitting, the mountains and the sea. Winded
visitors are rewarded at the top with the whitewashed 19th-century chapel of St. George, as
well as a scenic café and restaurant. Apart from
the views, the real surprise is that the only
sounds consist of distant traffic, bird song,
huffing and puffing, and, mercifully, the coming and going of the funicular (which originates
on Aristippou Street in the Kolonáki district).

Calm at the Odeon of Herodes Atticus

coastline
Back down on the ground, the proximity of the
sea continues to lure city dwellers and pleasure
seekers. More than ever, the coastline of greater
Athens, especially to the east of downtown, offers sun and sand without much travel. On the
so-called Riviera, the suburb of Glyfada is the
home of the Balux Café, which takes its multifaceted approach to relaxing so seriously that
it calls itself a project. The “House Project” is
a trendy yet laid back destination, where style
mavens – with or without kids – are invited to
eat, sunbathe, game or do whatever else it is
they do to make themselves right at home. The
peninsula of Vouliagmeni also draws Athenians
to its spas, beaches and restaurants.
	Cape Sounion
Further on, about 70 km (43 miles) by car, lies
Cape Sounion at the southernmost tip of the
Attica peninsula. The spot is the home of the
ruins of the ancient temple of Poseidon, the
god of the sea who ranked only behind Zeus in
the mythological pecking order. While the temple played a big role in mythology and Homer’s
Odyssey, it is arguably the postcard-perfect
sunsets over the Aegean that make it popular
(and protected land). In the past, nervous sailors, not to mention entire states, would come
to make sacrifices to Poseidon, in the hopes
of being spared from a deadly storm or other
water-related wrath. The animal remains are
long gone, but one sign of a 19th-century pilgrimage still stands: the crudely-etched name
of Lord Byron in the base of one of the temple’s
columns. Whether it was the English romantic
poet or one of his fans, no one knows for sure
– and the authorities haven’t been entirely successful at deterring wistful copycats.
If any of these visits prove impossible, there
is always a visit to the light and airy Acropolis Museum (see “Double Take”). Likewise, a
walk around the Acropolis or newly-opened
4th-century B.C. Lyceum, where Aristotle and
others used to ponder, can be just as soothing.
Finally, a savory Greek meal with friends can
always do wonders for the body and soul.
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Poseidon’s temple on Cape Sounion

Did you know…
HISTORY HAS A TASTE Among the many institutions
and legacies the Athenians left behind, the most readily
appreciated might just be wine. Legend has it that Dionysius, the Greek god of pleasure and wine, introduced the
cultivation and art of drinking wine to the lucky citizens
of Athens over six thousand years ago. Today, the region
surrounding Athens boasts of over 500,000 hectares
of vineyards, and the international reputation of Attica
wines is on the up. White wines account for their bulk and
are often still made with pine resin, hence the name retsina. According to Vassilis Kourtakis, whose name graces
the bottles of one of the most popular retsinas, ancient
Greeks used resin to seal the tops of the amphorae (ceramic vases) where wine was stored. The tradition stuck,
though bottles and barrels now line the walls of tavernas,
where wine can be ordered by the kilo. Should the taste of
retsina be too strong, some suggest adding soda water to
help the palate adjust and eventually acquire the taste.
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The wonders of the Athens metro

Time travel
the modern world, subways or
tubes or metros can be taken for
granted. At best, they are considered part of the infrastructure and
simply a way to get from point A to point B.
They tend to hold the public’s imagination only
when construction is tearing up the city and
they are deemed the cause of additional traffic
jams, or when they aren’t functioning for one
reason or another and are deemed the cause of
additional traffic jams.
The metro in Athens, however, has earned
its place as more than just a means of transportation. Yes, it’s a modern urban transit system
that offers over one million daily users a quieter, cleaner way to reach greater Athens. But it is
also a museum, celebrating both antique and
contemporary Greek culture and reminding
people what makes Athens – and more importantly, building a metro in Athens – so unique.
In fact, the system as a whole comprises
three lines; but most of the excitement surrounds Lines 2 and 3. These two lines make up
the new Attikó Metró, which is also the name of
the privately-owned company that runs it. Line
1 or the Green Line, which opened in 1869 as the
world’s fourth rapid transit system with steampowered trains, still runs on mostly aboveground tracks from swish Kifissiá to seaside
Piraeus. Operated by the state-owned ISAP, the

line was duly modernized for the 2004 Olympic
Games. While each station has its own charm
and Line 1 does intersect the two newer lines, it
may be forever upstaged by Lines 2 and 3, the
history of which could only have been made in
Athens.
For any modern metropolis, building a metro system is a big job, boring tunnels all part of
a day’s work. For Athens, the toil of heavy industry turned into the city’s greatest-ever archeological dig. Instead of finding rocks and rodents, some 50,000 artifacts were discovered
from the Neolithic period onward: from coins,
pots, mosaics and frescoes to — wait for it —
roads, aqueducts, cemeteries and a river bed. It
should come as no surprise that the Greek Ministry of Culture was closely involved to ensure
that each and every find was properly handled.
Today, each of the twenty-eight stations
boasts a different look and feel to honor either
its location above the ground or what was found
beneath it. Six stations showcase the old world,
with Syntagma considered the jewel. Apart
from its scale, light and archeological richness
(e.g. an entire sculpture foundry), it is also conveniently located in the city center. Keramikos,
with its mass graves from the Peloponnesian
War, and Monastiraki, where part of the Iridanos river bed was unearthed and integrated
into the station, are also awe-inspiring.

More contemporary examples of the city’s
cultural heritage can be found coexisting with
the old-world artifacts or highlighted in other
stations. The search to enhance the aesthetics
of each station is ongoing, thanks to the Attikó
Metró art program which aims to pull in distinguished or up-and-coming Greek artists. Visits
to the Metaxourgio, Fix, Elogeo and Ethniki
Amyna stations are particularly recommended
to get a sense of the artists’ diversity. The art
program will continue as new stations are built,
and will also be applied to the Thessaloniki
metro in northern Greece.
Based on the reactions of commuters and
tourists, the Athens metro is an astounding
success. Only time will tell if the pride and selfconfidence of metro officials will lead, following
the conventions of Greek mythology, to a little
lesson in humility. For the moment, everyone
seems to be praising the absence of graffiti,
beggars, dubious smells and other scourges of
the modern metro station (though elusive pickpockets may still be out and about). So far, the
experience of riding the Athens metro is pleasant, informative and sometimes even breath
taking.

The past also meets the present underground
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An insider’s take on Athens

ONSLAUGHT
OF THE SENSES

Like other capital cities, Athens offers no shortage of culture. Experiencing the true culture of
the city, however, may have little to do with catching an art exhibition or concert. According to
Athenian George Gerostathopoulos, Manager of Direct & Digital Marketing at Chevrolet Europe,
there are three particular elements that come together to make Athens what it is. And none of
them have to do with beauty – at least as it is conventionally defined.

	Intensity
It doesn’t take a walk on a scorching day to appreciate that Athens is not a subtle place. The
light is stark, the volume dial is stuck on high,
and every nook and cranny of the metropolis
smells – be it of jasmine after a summer rainstorm, grease from a souvlaki stand or the telltale scent of a few millennia of human habitation. The cuisine, for all of its simplicity, bursts
with flavor and texture. Even a sampling of
mezze, the small plates of starters that either
precede or preempt the main meal, can be overwhelming. In Athens, it is nearly impossible to
find the “off” setting in conversation, on the
streets or even at nightfall. Yet paradoxically
enough, this goes for relaxing, too.
Passion
Feeling is attached to how people work, play,
celebrate, grieve – basically anything they do,
say or experience. Even the local editions of the
free press (e.g. Metro) exude a journalistic fire
that goes beyond lackluster reporting. To cite

another example of how a sense of purpose
fuels the day-to-day: Yatzer (www.yatzer.com),
an internationally acclaimed web-based design
and architecture publication which has been
compared to Wallpaper magazine, is run by
volunteers. And people aside, there is the city

itself. It only takes one look around to understand that Athens is not driven by beauty, but
by soul. The city may be maddening, impractical
and hard on the eye – but its passion can’t be
denied.

Did you know…
What is shaken, not stirred Part myth and part icon, yet a lot easier to track down than
007, the Frappé is more than just a cold coffee-based drink. It is arguably Greece’s national
drink, and unlike ouzo, the effects of overindulgence probably only involve a race up Lykavitós
or a visit to the dentist. The drink is made with
instant coffee, evaporated milk, water and (often)
sugar, but the magic lies in its seemingly eternal
foam. While Starbucks may corner the market on
Frappuccino, little beats the feeling of a frosty sip
of Frappé, be it in a stiff chair of an Athens café
or on a beach lounger overlooking the deep blue
Aegean.

crEATiViTY
Or would it be the expression of respect and
irreverence at the very same time? When it
comes to experimentation and mixing things
up, Athens rules. The city continues to reinvent
itself and, as already pointed out (see “Double
Take”), works with what it has to move itself
into the future. Some of the most innovative
forces behind the city’s culture scene are not
afraid to lighten up the burden of history and
have a little fun. Two examples include the
stunning opening ceremony of the 2004 Olympics and the quirky industrial-cum-fashion designers Greece is for Lovers, whose traditionalGreek-leather-sandal-mounted-on-skateboard
creation has raised eyebrows. Another urban
surprise lies in the wall-art of Alexandros Vasmoulakis, whose whimsical, futuristic designs
seem to pop from the drab walls of anonymous
buildings around the city.
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4
1. Design by Greece is for Lovers
2. Design by Greece is for Lovers
3. Costas Voyatzis (www.yatzer.com)
4. Graffiti, a Greek word and pastime
5. Art by Alexandros Vasmoulakis
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gEORgE’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXpERIENCINg ATHENS:
gEORgE gEROSTATHOpOULOS
Manager of Direct & Digital Marketing at Chevrolet Europe

1. FirST, A STroll: From the Plaka to the
monastiraki and then down to the Thision.
From there, up the pedestrian route
(previously known as Dionisiou Aeropagitou Street), passing by the ancient Agora
on the left, the old Observatory on the
right, and the Pnika in front of the Odeon
of herodes Atticus; ending at the new
Acropolis museum and the Temple of
Olympian Zeus.

2. THEN, SoME FUEl WiTH FlAir: A fresh
orange juice, coffee and brioche at Da
Capo or another café in Kolonáki, which is
an upscale, stylish neighborhood that is a
classic Athens meeting point.

Café culture lives

3. FiNAllY, SoME pErSpEcTiVE: A hike,
motorcycle ride or funicular trip to the top
of Lykavitós (see “Breathe”) to appreciate
the wonderful, vibrant chaos of Athens.
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Never a dull moment on the streets of Athens

Did you know…
THERE’S DRAMA ON EVERY CORNER Was Shakespeare
thinking of Athens when he immortalized the line about
the whole world being a stage? Today, there are officially
148 theatrical stages in Athens, more than in any other
city in the world. One of the most famous stages is the
outdoor Odeon of Herodes Atticus, located on a slope of
the Acropolis and built in 161 AD. From Maria Callas to
Yanni, the theater has hosted scores of famous performers and functions as one of the main venues of the annual
Athens-Epidaurus Festival.

You already speak Greek For some non-native
speakers, the Greek language has a bad reputation. An
English speaker, not to mention a Swede, might utter
“it’s all Greek to me” when faced with an incomprehensible expression or problem. But this is unfair, because
Greek words are commonplace in many modern languages. If you have ever complained about your nemesis
or a draconian diet; struggled with an Achilles’ heel or
felt ostracized; or simply tired of a person who could be
described as cynical or narcissistic – then your Greek is
better than you thought. In fact, most modern languages
blame other languages for life’s little mysteries (Spanish,
Chinese and Arabic, to name a few). So next time, thank
the Greeks for enriching your vocabulary and letting you
speak your mind, both in good times and bad.

the Games are in TOWN Above and beyond the pomp, spectacle and sheer
scale of the modern Olympic Games, it is their spirit that captures the imagination.
As stated in the official Olympic credo: “The most important thing in the Olympic
Games is not to win but to take part, just as the most important thing in life is not
the triumph but the struggle. The essential thing is not to have conquered but to
have fought well.” And with that, let the festivities in SPARK TOWN begin! Who will
overcome fierce competition and prove victorious? Who will embody the Olympic
motto Citius, Altius, Fortius (Latin for “Faster, Higher, Stronger”)? By the day’s end,
you will know…
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SPECIAL SPARK REPORT FROM BERLIN

INSPIRED

From the very beginning, the Chevrolet Spark was destined to buck a few
city car conventions and shake things up. Nowhere is this more visible than
in the car’s design. As Taewan Kim, Spark’s chief designer, said: “Instead
of the relatively common ‘cute and cuddly’ approach, we wanted Spark to
be a little more aggressive, edgy, ready to pounce…”

It takes one look at the Spark to see that his vision was realized – and one night in
Berlin to understand how that vision inspired another to run wild.
On the 29th of October in Berlin, the “Spark of Fashion” gala honored the
2009 European Young Creative Chevrolet winners. Since its launch in 2007, the contest has been challenging applied arts students from around Europe to look at Chevrolet from their own creative perspective, in the disciplines of fashion, photography,
visual arts, video and music. This year’s winners upped the ante with their innovative
and offbeat creations, but it could be argued that one four-wheeled, wildly-dressed
guest stole the show: the Chevrolet Spark, at the hands of progressive Berlin fashion
designer Mischa Woeste of Smeilinener.
Woeste was commissioned by Chevrolet to use the Spark’s body and interior
as a blank canvas. The exterior is nothing short of an explosion of fantasy and color,
but it is in the interior where Woeste lets loose. Not content to make the car merely
look like a fashion statement, Woeste defies convention so that the Spark becomes
fashion — literally.
The Smeilinener Spark is mind-blowing, unforgettable and a reminder that
the Spark, even in its more street-ready form, was always meant to cause a stir.

About the Young Creative Chevrolet contest:
WHAT IT IS Young Creative Chevrolet is a pan-European
contest for students of Applied Arts organized annually
by Chevrolet Europe since 2007 in various artistic fields
(2009: Fashion, Music, Photography, Video and Visual
Arts). With this endeavor, Chevrolet Europe wants to
foster creativity, and support and engage young artists by offering them
the opportunity to work on projects for a well-known car brand.
HOW IT WORKS In each participating country, a panel of judges award three
prizes per discipline. All first prize winners of the national awards automatically
participate in the pan-European competition, in which an international jury
eventually elects the best three projects in each discipline.
PRIZES In addition to monetary prizes, the European winners are offered work
experience with professionals in their respective discipline.
More information: www.youngcreativechevrolet.com

